How to make slime safely – a doctor’s advice – ANSWERS

1. Match them up!

Match the words with the definitions.

- **slime** → something that is hard (not liquid or gas)
- **solid** → an amount of something
- **liquid** → a sticky substance you can play with
- **a dose** → to make liquid fly in drops
- **skin** → feeling that you want to scratch
- **to splash** → something you can pour (not solid or gas)
- **itchy** → feeling painful
- **sore** → it covers a human’s or animal’s body

2. True or false?

Watch the video. Circle true or false for these sentences.

- a. Some people don’t like slime much. **true**
- b. Slime comes in lots of different colours and forms. **true**
- c. There are no millions of posts about slime on social media. **true**
- d. Oobleck is a type of slime that is always sometimes solid. **true**
- e. Borax is a type of toy chemical. **true**
- f. Some people have problems with borax. **true**
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3. What’s the order?

Watch the video. Put the words in the correct order.

a. up  Keep  high  borax  the
   
   **Keep the borax up high.**

b. when  some  slime  Try  the  gloves  make  wearing  you
   
   **Try wearing some gloves when you make the slime.**

c. to  not  splash  eye  any  Try  your  in
   
   **Try not to splash any in your eye.**

d. adult  Tell  you  your  making  an  start  slime  before
   
   **Tell an adult before you start making your slime.**

e. it  of  Run  under  water  lots  cold
   
   **Run it under lots of cold water.**

f. to  adult  an  Speak
   
   **Speak to an adult.**

4. Write and draw!

Children draw a picture and write about what they like making.